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efficiency than in price. Some of the best became notable
centres of experiment. And some of the worst were mere
dame schools that minded small infants before they were old
enough to learn much more than the ABC.
For those who were above the common school, there were
other private preparatory establishments, or, as a measure
of economy in the large families of the day, home education
under a tutor or governess was a widespread habit and a
source of much enlightened interest in educational theory
and practice.
But what of the many whose parents could not or would
not pay for their schooling?
If they could not pay, then they should be paid. So the
school of industry flourished from the days of Locke till after
those of Roebuck. There the children of the very poor might
be taught habits of industry and given a shilling or two at the
end of the week for the plaiting and spinning or sewing they
had done with their little fingers. And if they learnt to read
the Bible at the same time, so much the better.
Alternatively, some rich benefactor might endow his parish
with a charity school. So far from making its scholars earn
their keep, this might even manage to clothe them. And it
could then concentrate on reading, with a little writing and
arithmetic, thus reducing handwork to a training in industri-
ous habits for the future rather than a source of present
livelihood. Such endowments were plentiful in the days of
Queen Anne, under the stimulus and central organization of
the Anglican Society for the Promotion of Christian Know-
ledge (1698). But endowments tended to be diverted from
schools to hospitals—from the soul to the body—in the less
enthusiastic days of Isaac Watts, when the Protestant church
of England as by law established was piloted out of danger
from Rome or revolution by Sir Robert Walpole.
By the 1780's, however, a new sort of educational charity
found its way into the press. Here and there some stray
parson had long kept up the ancient custom of catechising
the poor children of his parish between services on Sunday.

